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TWO LINE BIO:
Breakfield & Burkey leverage their respective 25+ years of technology expertise to craft relevant 21st
century TechnoThriller stories. Their novels incorporate technology challenges and layers on romance,
suspense, and intrigue, with a splash of humor.
SHORT BIO:
Breakfield & Burkey, professional technology experts, have 10 stories available with more planned for
the series. Find sample chapters, author interviews, scheduled events, reviews, Q&A, and book trailers
at https://www.EnigmaBookSeries.com. Using their knowledge of technology, they weave compelling
relevant contemporary stories filled with TechnoThriller suspense, romance, humor, travel, and intrigue.
Reach out directly Authors@EnigmaSeries.com.
MEDIUM BIO:
Breakfield, is a 25+ year technology expert in security, networking, voice and anything digital. He enjoys
writing, studying World War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges. He’s also a fan of wine tastings,
wine-making, Harley riding, cooking extravaganzas, and woodworking.
Burkey, a 25+ year applied technology professional who excels at optimizing technology and business
investments for customers all over the world with a focus on optimized customer experiences. She writes
white papers and documents, with a marked preference for fiction.
Together they create award-winning stories that resonate with males and females, young and experienced
adults, and bring a fresh new view to technology possibilities today https://www.EnigmaBookSeries.com.

LONG BIO:
Charles Breakfield – A renowned technology solutions architect with 25+ years of experience in
security, hybrid data/telecom environments, and unified communications. He finds it intriguing to
leverage his professional skills in these award-winning contemporary TechnoThriller stories. In his spare
time, he enjoys studying World War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges everywhere he can.
Charles’ love of wine tastings, cooking, and Harley riding has found ways into The Enigma Series.
He has commented that being a part of his father’s military career in various outposts, has positively
contributed to his many characters and the various character perspectives he explores in the stories. He
has accepted the challenge to try to teach Burkey humor and has added this to the stories in an unexpected
manner.
Rox Burkey – A renowned customer experience business architect, optimizes customer solutions on their
existing technology foundation. She has been a featured speaker, subject matter expert, interviewer,
instructor, and author of technology documents, as well as a part of The Enigma Series. It was revealed a
few years ago that writing fiction is a lot more fun than white papers or documentation.
As a child she helped to lead the other kids with exciting new adventures built on make believe
characters. As a Girl Scout until high school she contributed to the community in the Head Start program.
Rox enjoys family, learning, listening to people, travel, outdoors activities, sewing, cooking, and
imagining the possibilities.
Breakfield & Burkey – Combine their professional expertise, knowledge of the world from both
business and personal travels. Many of the people whom have crossed their paths and are now a
foundation for the characters in their series. They also find it interesting to use the aspects of today’s
technology which people actually incorporate into their daily lives as a focused challenge for each book in
The Enigma Series. Breakfield & Burkey claim this is a perfect way to create cyber good guys versus
cyber thugs in their award-winning series. Each book can be enjoyed alone or in sequence.
You can invite them to talk about their stories in private or public book readings. Burkey also enjoys
interviewing authors though avenues like Indie Beacon Radio with scheduled appointments showing on
the calendar on their website https://www.EnigmaBookSeries.com. Followers can see them at author
events, book fairs, libraries, and book stores.
The foundation of the series is a family organization called the R-Group. They spawned a subgroup,
which contains some of the familiar and loved characters as the Cyber Assassins Technology Services
(CATS) team. They have ideas for continuing the series in both of these story tracks. You will discover
over the many characters, a hidden avenue for the future The Enigma Chronicles tagged in some portions
of the stories. The Enigma Beyond – Who Won the AI Wars will be coming in early 2020.
Fan reviews seem to frequently suggest that these would make film stories, so the possibilities appear
endless, just like their ideas for new stories. Comments have increased with the book trailers available on
the Amazon, Kirkus, Facebook, and YouTube. Check out our evolving website for new interviews, blogs,
book trailers, and fun acronyms they’ve used in the stories. Reach out directly at
Authors@EnigmaSeries.com. We love reader and listener reviews for our eBook, Paperback, and Audible
formats.

